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DIRECT MENTORING • CONSTRUCTIVE FEEDBACK • EXPERT FACULTY • ACTUAL COURTROOM EXPERIENCE

DEPOSITION SKILLS & TRIAL SKILLS: PITTSBURGH

AUGUST 7 – 13, 2023

DIRECT MENTORING • CONSTRUCTIVE FEEDBACK • EXPERT FACULTY • ACTUAL COURTROOM EXPERIENCE

Essential Practice Skills in a Real-Life Trial Setting

Whether you are a new attorney starting your career and seeking to build your trial skills or a more experienced litigator looking to refine them, NITA's Deposition Skills and Trial Skills programs are designed to prepare you for a real-life trial. They provide you with years of courtroom experience. There is no better way to prepare yourself for a real-life trial setting than to practice, and perform, in a real-life trial setting.

NITA courses ensure you are ready. These courses work. Return to your office empowered.

CONSISTENT WITH EVERY NITA COURSE, the expert faculty is there to give you immediate and constructive feedback on each of your live performances, including:

✓ The NITA “Funnel” approach
✓ Fact gathering and theory testing
✓ Defending the deposition (when and how to use objections)
✓ Opening statements/closing arguments
✓ Direct/cross-examinations
✓ Preparation and introduction of exhibits
✓ Negotiations
✓ Arbitrations

NITA’s LEARNING-BY-DOING METHOD

AUGUST 7 – 13, 2023
University of Pittsburgh
School of Law
Barco Law Building
3900 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15260

PROGRAM DIRECTOR:
MICHAEL GINSBERG
Partner
Jones Day

PRICE: $4145
Accredited for CLE, hours TBD

REGISTER OR LEARN MORE by Visiting Our Website OR PHONE 1-800-225-6482

DEPOSITION SKILLS: PITTSBURGH
AUGUST 12 – 13, 2023
PRICE: $1945
Two full days of demonstrations and workshops sure to increase your ability to effectively take and defend depositions.

BUILDING TRIAL SKILLS: PITTSBURGH
AUGUST 7 – 11, 2023
PRICE: $3095
Five days of practicing and perfecting your trial advocacy skills where you will participate and observe, learning not only from your mistakes and triumphs but those of your fellow participants as well.

Both courses qualify for credit toward the NITA Advocate Designation.
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